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Abstract
In his recent study, Gordon Shen analyses a pertinent question facing the global mental health research and practice community today: that of how and why mental health policy is or is not adopted by national governments. This study identifies becoming a World Health Organization (WHO) member nation, and being in regional proximity to countries which have adopted a mental health policy as supportive of mental health policy adoption, but no support for its hypothesis that country recipients of higher levels of aid would have adopted a mentalhealth policy due to conditionalities imposed on aid recipients by donors. Asking further questions of each may help to understand more not only about how and why mental health policies may be adopted, but also about the relevance and quality of implementation of these policies and the role of specific actors in achieving adoption and implementation of high quality mental health policies.
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In his recent study, Gordon Shen applies a novel methodological framework to analyse a pertinent question facing the global mental health research and practice community today; that of how and why mental health policy is or is not adopted by national governments (1). In doing so, he begins a dialogue not only about deepening our understanding of the processes that underlie the adoption of mental health policy within and – crucially – between countries, but also about the role of influencing bodies in achieving this.

This study’s focus on diffusion of innovation is important, as it is widely acknowledged that adequate policy development and implementation is limited in mental health (2,3). Understanding the routes by which policy development is positively influenced by actions in other jurisdictions and by specific actors may help to strengthen approaches to improve policy adoption, particularly in areas where there is low investment in this (4). However, I would argue that as, if not more important than understanding the influences on the adoption of mental health policy by specific countries, is understanding what affects the relevance of that policy in relation to need, and the efforts made to finance, implement and measure the success of that policy and its related implementation plan.

Shen’s study provides an important framework and key observations for analysing in depth patterns of significance in the adoption of mental health policies over time through the application of quantitative methods, analyzing relevant World Health Organization (WHO) and Official Development Assistance (ODA) and Development Assistance for Health (DAH) datasets. The results of this study identify two factors supporting policy adoption; becoming a WHO member nation, and being in regional proximity to countries which have adopted a mental health policy (a so-called contagion effect). In contrast, this study found no support for its hypothesis that country recipients of higher levels of general development aid would have adopted a mental health policy due to conditionalities imposed on aid recipients by donors. To build on and deepen these findings then, we might ask further questions of each in turn – in order to understand more not only about the adoption of mental health policies in this context, but also about the relevance and quality of implementation of these policies and the role of specific actors in achieving these – and to identify appropriate methods to answer these questions.

The influence of membership in the World Health Organization (WHO)

The WHO does indeed play an important role in building member states’ capacities to adopt and implement mental health policy. A recent development (coming after the period of analysis of this study) which has the potential to contribute significantly to the WHO’s ability to provide support to nations in adopting appropriate and pertinent mental health policies, was the ratification of the WHO Mental Health Action Plan 2013–20 by 194 Member States in May 2013. While global in scope, drawing from regional WHO action plans and strategies for mental health, and aligning with other
global WHO action plans, the mental health action plan is designed to provide guidance for national mental health action plans (5). Of the plan’s four objectives, the first includes a global target that 80% of countries will have developed or updated their policies or plans for mental health in line with international and regional human rights instruments by the year 2020.

The questions that arise from this development speak to the role of the WHO, Member States and international organisations in achieving these targets and to how and whether a global framework such as the Mental Health Action Plan can improve the adoption and implementation of mental health policy at a national level. Of course, this is plausible; it has been suggested that acceleration of policy development in the early 2000s in Sub-Saharan Africa may be linked to recommendations made in the World Health Report 2001, but while we are aware of an increase in the existence of mental health policies in this context, we know far less about the relevance and quality of implementation of these policies (6). Issues raised repeatedly in relation to developing effective mental health policy include assessing the current situation, involving key stakeholders, consulting the evidence base, aligning with other priority health policies and non-health policies (e.g. social welfare), setting goals and targets, strategic plans and implementation frameworks and regularly reviewing progress and revising strategies as necessary. Of course fundamental to all of this is adequately resourcing a policy (7,8).

Monitoring the implementation of the Mental Health Action Plan within specific countries and regions [as efforts to create regional action plans are initiated (9)] provides an opportunity to assess the factors which contribute to its successfully influencing policy adoption and implementation at various levels, and could also illuminate much about the factors influencing policy relevance and quality of implementation. Case studies which determine the extent to which targets are achieved within specific jurisdictions and the role of specific actors could be invaluable in understanding better these factors (10). Although somewhat time and resource intensive, a small number of these studies triangulated with qualitative analysis of action plan implementation monitoring data may provide a rich additional resource for better understanding and therefore acting upon factors that facilitate or impede policy adoption and implementation at the national or regional level.

**Diffusion of innovation regionally and between countries**

While Shen focuses on the independent variable of ‘contagion effect within regions’, in determining the extent to which diffusion of innovation in policy adoption takes place across jurisdictions, he also touches upon the potential influence of regional and global ‘learning and emulation mechanisms’ on policy adoption. Here lies an area for further research. The advocacy potential of initiatives such as the Grand Challenges in Global Mental Health Initiatives, the Mental Health Innovation Network (MHIN), and the Gulbenkian Platform for Global Mental Health to accelerate efforts in getting mental health onto policy agendas should not be overlooked. How they might coordinate and evaluate their work in order to maximize their impact in influencing policy is a fundamental question to ask, and one which could provide resources for the global health community for improved policy influence and opportunities to scale up cost-effective innovations in mental health. These initiatives aim to focus attention and action on improving investment in mental health research and service development globally. In this regard, they can learn from other successful global health movements, as suggested by the Overseas Development Institute in a recent context analysis of global mental health policy (11). Take a sector such as HIV/AIDS – an area of health which now attracts more than a third of global donor health financing (up from around seven percent a decade ago) – which has been influenced by a powerful, unified movement with a clear policy ask. The campaign was sustained and sophisticated, using powerful methods to frame the issue, develop a targeted communications strategy and ensure their approach was selective and timely.

MHIN (http://www.mhinnovation.net), a partnership between the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine and the WHO funded by Canadian donor Grand Challenges Canada, aims to translate mental health research into policy and increase international prioritization of mental health, and can learn from the successes of the HIV/AIDS movement to achieve this. Global movements like MHIN are positioned to provide support to national and regional efforts to influence policy through developing strategies and resources to guide these activities. The success of these approaches could benefit from research undertaken by initiatives like MHIN such as case studies mapping the political environment in priority countries (12) which assess political priority for improving mental health, determine the factors which affect this and identify barriers and successes experienced by advocates in increasing the prioritization of mental health. The results of these case studies could then be used to develop plans for generating political commitment within these countries and provide guidance on suitable approaches to be used in other countries.

Movements like MHIN can play a convening role in creating opportunities for knowledge exchange and fostering links between the research and decision-making community. Being positioned to be able to call upon a global network of innovators and a bank of case studies of cost-effective, evidence-based approaches to scaling up mental healthcare to support the development of key messages can add support to advocacy efforts. MHIN has developed a knowledge exchange strategy (13) to coordinate efforts to provide generators of knowledge with the tools and skills to communicate impact effectively to decision-makers, and equally to enable decision-makers to access and use evidence to make appropriate decisions that lead to improved mental health services.

**Aid and policy adoption**

Shen acknowledges two important points in assessing the influence of aid on policy adoption. The first is that understanding the mechanisms of aid flows and the conditionalities assigned to them is complex. The second is that it is very difficult to tease out the specific mental health activities funded through ODA, as coding of this information...
is not possible. Although Shen’s study finds no support for the prediction that levels of aid may influence policy adoption, determining why this is the case may be supported by conducting an analysis of international donor commitment to the implementation of interventions that aim to improve the mental health of populations. This would help to answer several questions, first whether and how international aid agencies provide support for, or indeed impose specific conditions on recipient countries, and following from this, whether and how aid influences the adoption of mental health policies. Having an accurate picture of the current donor landscape and priorities in funding to mental health provides an advocacy tool, both where it can be demonstrated that funding makes a positive impact (and in this regard donors have a responsibility to assess the collective impact of their funding decisions), and in highlighting the gaps, needs and priorities for additional and targeted funding to mental health.

Considering the potential of the Mental Health Action Plan to support policy adoption and implementation globally, advocacy efforts may also be made to influence institutional donors to fund activities that support the implementation of this plan. The UK All Party Parliamentary Groups on mental health and global health published a report in November 2014 calling for increased funding to mental health in Low- and Middle-Income Countries (LMICs) (14). It aimed these recommendations at four UK stakeholders, including the Department for International Development (DfID). This report represents a powerful advocacy effort, raising the levels and focus of funding to mental health programmes in LMICs by the UK government into the spotlight. It promotes approaches for improved engagement by the UK government in tailoring its overseas development assistance to develop a roadmap to providing assistance to countries to achieve the WHO Mental Health Action Plan objectives.

With these recommendations now under consideration by the UK government, this process may provide a template for continued advocacy efforts to ensure that at a national level, agencies responsible for providing assistance to governments in LMICs ensure they include mental health into health system strengthening packages of support.

Conclusion

Shen highlights three important factors in determining whether mental health policies are adopted by Member States. There is a role across each of the areas explored in this study for advocacy and research activities to aid progress in supporting countries to adopt and implement high quality, relevant, and adequately-resourced mental health policies. Creating the conditions for this to be achieved requires deeper analysis of the barriers and enablers to adoption of policy by individual countries, and how countries and regions may be more powerfully influenced to do this. It also requires the sustained engagement of WHO and other international bodies to implement frameworks to support this, and the coordination of global movements to initiate and support policy influence activities. Crucially, scrutinizing the implementation of national mental health action plans and policies through the triangulation of qualitative studies and quantitative analysis is much needed. Future research into mental health policy adoption should prioritise a mixed methods approach that utilizes routine, comparable monitoring data such as that generated through national mental health action plans and in-depth, qualitative studies.
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